Industrial relevance of complex fluids SAFT-VR : The molecular model Case study -MEA CO 2 capture process Conclusions 3 Post-combustion capture (PCC) with amine scrubbing is seen as a useful route to reducing carbon emissions PCC is energy intensive -solvent regeneration accounts for the vast majority of costs associated with CCS, thus there is great interest in solvent design and solvent blends Detailed understanding of solvent fluid phase behaviour is vital in this endeavour Amines are complex fluids -need to be able to predict non-ideal behaviour Azeotropy Multiple vapour or liquid phases -liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE)
Sophisticated thermodynamic treatment required -cubic EoS not applicable, quuasichemical-based theories not ideal
The Statistical Associating Fluid Theory for potentials of Variable Range is a suitable theory; explicitly treats non-sphericity and association contributions to the free energy, successful at predicting azeotropy and LLE SAFT-VR is a free-energy EOS: fluid is characterised once all the parameters are known 
